
ST. THOMAS SCHOOL, INDIRAPURAM 

Class XI Admission 2020-21 

Dated : 09.05.2020 

Dear Parents, 

Greetings of the day. 

Passing through a phase in one's life time , which no one could even imagine, except in some rare movies,  

is what all of us experience at present. 

This Pandemic had toppled the entire mankind, keeping all of us thousands of light years away, even 

being so close to one another. 

We have started thinking differently, which we never did previously, finding ways out to cope with this 

situation. As we all have to move on, treading ahead with utmost care, we have to plan our forthcoming 

activities too with care and concern. 

Like everyother organisation, our school has also been badly affected in all our prior plannings. 

Admission procedure for class XI was scheduled to begin towards the last week of March, which couldn't 

happen due to this unprecedented situation.  

Keeping in view of this strange and difficult situation, the school after a round of serious discussions, has 

decided to open the admission process for class XI.  

The list of students with the allotted streams has been displayed. To confirm admission, you are expected 

to deposit the first instalment of Monthly fee, through online (available on Edu next Mob App also) or 

through cheque latest by 14thMay 2020. The online classes are scheduled to start from 

18th May. The details will be informed to you through Edunext mobile App, by 16th May, once the 

payment is done. 

Care has been taken to offer the demanded stream, wherever possible, Still, stream change if 

anybody requests, will be addressed only after the declaration of the Board results, as per the 

availability of seats. 

As per CBSE, 2020 onwards, Non-Science students who want to opt Maths in class XI as an academic 

elective can be offered Applied Maths as a subject, even with Basic Maths in class X. For clarity, the CBSE 

circular is attached herewith. 

To lessen the financial burden, the nominal admission charges have been divided equally and is adjusted 

with the monthly composite fee. You can pay the fee monthly/ quarterly as per your convenience. Your 

cooperation is very much required to keep alive our enthusiasm and determination to sustain the chain of 

learning. 

For the fee related queries contact Mr Biju Varghese-  9818369905. 

 

Regards, 

 

Kuriakose V.K. 

Principal  


